for the influences of Christianity. My opponent should have shown his proofs for such
startling assertions: as it is, I am at a loss to
the facts in toto, and a leave of gentlemen
in answer between us.

myself up exceptable is his view of the pri-
mer. The argument, their great antiquity and
early civilization, was used by Voltaire
against the Christian religion, and has
been fully answered by Butler. But I
think the late will hardly expect me
to take charge of the long-tailed, puppy-

eating, mean- poisoning people and
defend them as being born of thought.

Unfortunally for himself has the gentle-
man alluded to the battle of Jena.
Suppose the result had been different would
it not have been equally the result of
action. But the genius of Charles Marie
and the superior skill of his troops, enabled
him to win the victory over the more ac-
tive, but less intelligent hosts that
opposed them.

But to Germany he goes for his strong-
hold. Here it is. The Germans are thrift.
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